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The Ten Top 

"Fresh Food Delivered"

The Ten Top serves up fresh and tasty meals that are great for a nice

casual night out, to bring to the office or to take home for dinner. The

menu is full of salads, sandwiches and flat breads prepared traditional

American style. Cheese Tortellini, Turkey Apple Club Sandwich and

California Cobb Salad are just some of the delectable menu items. Don't

forget to save room for the homemade desserts like Warm Bread Pudding

and Cookies. They also have smaller portions and a separate menu

section for kids. If you don't have time to eat here, you can always order a

takeaway meal or call for home delivery.

 +1 757 622 5422  www.thetentop.com/  748 Shirley Avenue, Norfolk VA

 by Gunawan Kartapranata   

Kotobuki 

"Veggie Sushi"

Japanese food lends itself to the vegetarian side of things very nicely; the

freshness of the ingredients and the perfect melding of flavors mean that

vegetarian sushi need not be only for vegetarians. There are fake meat

dishes, including sesame 'chicken' and some vegetarian 'seafood' rolls.

There is an imaginative drinks menu and patrons can choose to sit at a

table or traditional Japanese style, on tatami cushions on the floor. Call for

reservations and opening hours.

 +1 757 628 1025  721 W 21st Street, Norfolk VA

 by ginnerobot   

Dragon City 

"Vegan and Veggie Friendly"

Good vegan and vegetarian food is not always easy to come by in Norfolk

but Dragon City serves up cheap, greasy, delicious Chinese cuisine that is

vegan and vegetarian friendly. Their portion sizes are huge and they

include generous helpings of fake meat in many of their dishes. The staff

are friendly and your food, whether it's takeaway or eat in, is served

quickly and efficiently. Call for opening hours. Credit cards are not

accepted.

 +1 757 664 7900  2301 Colley Ave, Norfolk VA
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